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First some housekeeping

For the first (and possibly the last) time we are publicly reporting the results of the Callisto
fund. We are only doing this because potential clients (both of Callisto and of the separately
managed funds) want us to explain the differences between the Callisto fund and our
separately managed accounts. We will do so in some detail at the end. However Callisto is
our pooled fund available to US investors – a US limited partnership. The name comes from
the Moon of Jupiter – but also from Greek mythology where Callisto was a beautiful woman
who sometimes turned into a bear. We were originally going to call Bronte Callisto – but we
could not buy the domain name Callisto.Com.

Results

We are pleased with the way both the managed accounts and the Callisto fund are going. The
US separate accounts made 5.11 percent for the month and the Australian accounts made 1.85
percent – these numbers were about 5 percent better than global markets.   The main
differences between the Australian and American reference accounts is currency. Callisto
made 3.40 percent – underperforming the US reference account.  This is the second month in
a row Callisto has underperformed the reference accounts.  In January that underperformance
was sharp. Year to date Callisto has underperformed the reference accounts by 5.77 percent.

We do not believe the outperformance of the separately managed accounts is sustainable.
Indeed if we could “bottle” some of the returns and use them to even out months which were
less good, then we would. However truth demands we report the results we get rather than the
results we think we ought to have got. Callisto is more reflective of the skill with which we
have managed money.

The differences between Callisto and reference accounts were mainly caused by a few
positions (discussed below).

We think the return on the US reference account in particular (12.8 percent year to date) is
abnormally high relative to the market.

We have had abnormally high returns before. The US separately managed account got 17.8%
percent in its best month (August 2009). It also scored minus 6.7 and minus 6.4 in our
consecutive worst months. The good returns came first – if only we could have bottled them
we would not need to explain the down months in the middle of our record. And they would
not have felt so bad either...

More generally we very happy with our aggregate returns since inception – but they are more
volatile than an aggregated look at our portfolio would suggest. We run long-short (currently
about 81% net long though typically has been less long). The portfolio should be less volatile
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than the market – but it has in fact been slightly more volatile. This level of volatility was
unexpected to us – but is a result of our positioning. There are two causes:

1. There are a few longs (notably small investments in defaulted preferred stock by
American financial institutions) which are abnormally volatile. We have purchased
these positions (very) cheap and had the prices fluctuate wildly. This volatility is
clearly visible in our returns but is of a kind that cannot threaten you. These positions
can go to zero (and indeed when we purchased them the likely outcome was that they
would go to zero) but they were only a few percent of assets at original cost base. We
can't, in the end, lose more than that. Day to day swings however can be large. We
have far fewer of these positions in Callisto and hence Callisto is not as volatile as the
separately managed accounts. It has also performed less well than the reference
accounts.

2. Our shorts are correlating increasingly poorly to our longs. Our shorts are mostly
small-cap companies we believe to be fraudulent. These positions are highly volatile
where the volatility problems are managed by diversification. Our longs are
predominantly large cap “blue chips”. The correlation between these is low –as the
shorts seem to beat to a promotional drum and the longs seem to beat to the market.

There is not much we can do about these problems. We choose the investments because they
are sensible and we limit their size and increase their diversification to manage risk. We think
both our shorts and longs are sensibly chosen and we think they will both do OK in the long
run (though we have more conviction about the shorts in aggregate). To the extent that they
do correlate they reduce our risk – but the risk reduction is not as strong as we would like.

General market positioning

John wrote a blog post recently (A small hedge fund manager's lament) which outlined our
view of the world:

1. bonds are risky and may be expensive: whatever, we would prefer not to take
inflation/deflation bets

2. small cap equities have had an unreasonable bull market for a very long time with a
short interruption for the financial crisis. This market is absurdly long-in-the-tooth –
and now the small-cap market is riddled with frauds. Generally we short small caps
we think are fraudulent.

3. large cap equities are not dramatically expensive – but are not outright bargains. With
a few exceptions however we do not feel we have the expertise to profit as stock-
pickers in large cap equities.

This explains our positioning. We have no explicit inflation/deflation bets (for instance we do
not own gold or silver). We have a few positions that would benefit from a burst of inflation
and a smaller number that would benefit from deflation – but these are not chosen because of
macroeconomic thinking. (We do however consider what would happen to the portfolio in
massive inflationary or deflationary circumstances.)

We have a large number of small positions in what we believe are fraudulent stocks. Chinese
stocks listed outside China are a particular focus – but the frauds are not limited to that area.
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Anywhere where there has been a bull market has been good. We are short multiple
fraudulent oil and gas companies, multiple mining stocks and even a few biotechs.

Our longs consist almost entirely of very large companies (usually called “blue chips”).
Holdings include Vodafone, Franklin Resources, Microsoft, Pernod Ricard, Google, Oil
Search, Ebay, Sanofi-Aventis, Carrefour, Citigroup, Bank of America and Tesco and Target.
When we are less sure of a position our solution is to diversify. Only our positions in the
mobile-phone/search space are large. (Vodafone is an almost 10 percent position.)

Most of these companies have a teens PE multiple (sometimes lower) and have some
business prospects and some cash. They are not likely to hurt us greatly and, compared to
bonds, they look positively delicious. But few of these we feel really strongly about.

As we think that large caps are, by-and-large, inexpensive but that we have only marginal
ability to select between them we have taken a macro-approach and purchased fund
managers. Franklin Resources (of Franklin-Templeton funds fame) was our first choice
because it had good flows. Funds management businesses are operationally levered to
equities per-se. However we have diversified our Franklin Resources holding into Invesco
and of all things Virtus Investment Partners. The latter two are cheaper as a percent of funds
under management – Virtus particularly so.

Virtus is one of the strangest stocks in our portfolio – it is the only small cap we have
purchased of late. It is also the only stock we have ever purchased after it was a ten bagger.

Virtus is a fund manager spun out of Phoenix Group – a distinctly third tier life insurance
group. When spun it had no profitability – an accumulated tax loss from bad acquisitions
worth almost twenty dollars per share – roughly 4 times its starting stock price – and a market
cap of under 50 million dollars.

It had over 20 billion dollars under management. This should be profitable – but the staff and
distributors had their noses firmly in the trough. It was loss making. The distributors were
however quite loyal and Virtus has very good flows1.

One of the guys John used to work with (at Platinum) used to say that the debate between
high-growth high price-earnings ratio stocks and low growth low price-earnings ratio stocks
was inane. Often the best value was “no earnings”. It was that thinking which led him to buy
Erricson at the height of tech-wreck (for a ten bagger).

When Virtus was spun out it was the perfect “no earnings” stock – unloved, not followed and
on no value-picker stock-screens. It was also the height of the financial crisis – and small-cap
financials were on-the-nose. The parent company (Phoenix Group) was (justifiably) ill
thought of.

Alas it was a ten-bagger before we even spotted it – and then we only spotted it because we
were told about it by a fellow-startup fund manager who has had enviable returns at least in
part driven by that stock. (Derek Pillecki of Gator Capital if you really need to know.)

1 You may quip that of course the distributors were loyal – they were well paid. We can't argue – but it better
to get sales through good performance than paying kickbacks. That trick alas requires some funds
management skill as opposed to marketing skill.
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Anyway the management of Virtus are now paid, at least in part, in options. If they want their
nose even deeper in the trough they will work to make the stock go up. (They have got the
market cap above 350 million dollars already.) A profit incentive in this case is all it will
take.

Here we illustrate how far earnings can grow with good management. The best managed fund
manager in the world is John's old shop (Platinum Asset Management). It has roughly 18
billion dollars under management and makes $160 million per year post tax. It is highly
valued – with a market cap of nearly $3 billion. Virtus has $29 billion under management (it
is more than 1.5 times the size of Platinum) and made only $5 million for shareholders. It has
a market cap of only $350 million. There is plenty of room for improvement at Virtus. And
now there is plenty of incentive for improvement at Virtus.

And there has been some improvement since 2009 when it made a $10 million loss or 2008
when it lost (and get this) the small sum of $529 million (mostly write-offs).

The point is that even a modicum of management and Virtus should be able to improve its
profitability massively – not a little bit but at least ten fold. You would not expect Platinum
levels of profitability but at core this is an OK business and reasonable profitability would
give us a triple in the stock from here.

You may ask why we did not buy it before it went up ten fold. For that we can only say sorry
– we did not see it. [There is a lesson here we need to learn. We need a way of thinking about
spin-outs within our circle of competence.2

New long positions

There are a large number of new long positions in our portfolio including Sanofi-Aventis, the
funds managers and the telephone company Sprint. None of which we are hugely committed
to, but all seem reasonable value. We dropped a few positions too: notably Cisco where we
were getting increasingly wary of new competition. This was another small position that we
were not committed to. We would love to find a bunch of new longs in which we would place
7-10 percent positions. Alas no such luck.

Shorting

For a long while we have been doing particularly well with our short-sales. Last month was
not like that – indeed we probably lost a little (though on a day-to-day basis we don't keep
track). We have however rotated a very large proportion of the short book (cashing almost all
our previous gains) and introducing many new shorts. At month-end we were showing net
unrealized losses on our short book for the first time in recent memory. (The first days of the
new month however returned our aggregate unrealized position on shorts to profits.)

Most of our shorts have market caps below $500 million. The small market caps do not worry
us because we have a very large number of positions.

2 If we had spotted this stock when it went public life might have been very different. Running the company
would be within our circle of competence. With some friends we could have purchased a controlling stake.
Bronte probably would not have started...
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However we are now introducing some mid-cap shorts. For instance after month-end we
introduced a new short position in Northern Oil and Gas – a member of the S&P mid-caps.
This is an overpriced and relentlessly promoted oil producer in the Bakken Shale in North
Dakota. Unlike most of our shorts we think the company has residual value. (Most of our
shorts we believe will eventually trade below 10c.)

Differences between the separately managed accounts and Callisto

Callisto Growth US Account Growth
Feb 2011 3.40% 5.11%
Year To date 7.03% 12.80%

There are two major differences between Callisto and the separately managed accounts. The
first is caused by tax – and the second by not wanting to buy in large quantities for Callisto
positions held by the separate accounts that have already appreciated dramatically.

The tax differences are caused by the Australian location of the management company. The
cross-border nature of our operation causes us considerable difficulties and has personally
cost Bronte staff considerable money to solve. However it does not cause any problems for
the clients provided (a) we do not buy positions on Australian exchanges and (b) when we
deal with counterparties – say for foreign exchange – they are not located in Australia. (If we
did this it would result in the fund being subject to Australian taxation.)

We have a few Australian positions on for the separately managed accounts. Two are large.
The large positions are long Oil Search (a oil and gas company domiciled in Papua New
Guinea but listed in Australia) and a takeover arbitrage on Alinta Energy. We would buy
them for Callisto except that tax problems make that non-viable. Over time this problem
should be solved either by tax reform in Australia or some of the companies cross-listing
offshore or by equity swaps or other methods. That said – during the past few months the
Australian dollar has appreciated sharply – and the large Australian positions benefited from
that.  This explains part of the difference between Callisto and the US account.

The other main difference – and this is the main explanation of the volatility – is that the
separately managed account have had some very successful but volatile investments in
defaulted preferred stock listed in America. Our most successful investment was the preferred
stock of Maguire. We purchased this originally below $2.
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This position was only small when we started (about 3 percent of funds under management).
We wish it were larger! We have been selling it more-or-less continuously as it rose – and it
is now only slightly larger than a 3 percent position4. We purchased only a very small
position in this for Callisto. We are selling that slowly too. Still the fall in the price of
Maguire from 16 to 11 was partly responsible for our bad months you see in our aggregate
return. Moreover the sharp rise in that defaulted preference share in January is also
responsible for part of the difference between the American managed accounts and Callisto.

The other defaulted preference shares that we own are our (infamous) but small position in
the defaulted paper of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. We own 16 different preference shares
here (we purchased what was liquid and cheapest at the time). And they are wildly volatile.
We purchased them at about 2c in the dollar and they are trading closer to 7c in the dollar.
Because we purchased cheap (and early) for the separately managed accounts and later for
Callisto, the pooled fund has a smaller position. The position in the separately managed
accounts got a little large and we even sold a little (so it seemed unreasonable to be buying it
for Callisto at the same time).

That said Fannie and Freddie's actual results are considerably better than the press chatter. (It
is almost as if the press and politicians make up the numbers to suit their political agenda.)
These have appreciated sharply of late – and their appreciation is the main reason that the
separately managed accounts have outperformed Callisto. Still in a wide range of
circumstances (probably a majority of circumstances) these preference shares will be
worthless. When and if they become worthless then Callisto will outperform the separate
accounts.
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The differences between Callisto and the separately managed accounts are not large –
however those small differences were responsible for over a third of our performance in the
past two months. We do not expect large differences to continue (except in the unlikely
event that the GSE preferreds pay at 100c in the dollar in which case both accounts will do
well but the reference account will do better).

Net of these positions Callisto is very similar to the managed accounts and should perform
similarly. We like our portfolio now. We think that performance will be adequate – but if we
had to guess – lower than the past couple of months – especially for the separately managed
accounts.

Thanks again for the trust you have placed in us.

John
Simon

Portfolio	Management
Long% Short% Net Long%

USA Reference
Account

129.06 47.13 81.93

Australian Reference
Account

129.23 48.90 80.33

n.b.: as of 25 February 2011.  Also note that the net long is inflated by the takeover arbitrage on Alinta.
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Performance	Data	5

5 All performance data is adjusted to allow for an accrual of the annual performance fee.   During January the actual 2010 performance fee was paid resulting in
extinguishment of an excess accrual for the USA account and an under accrual for the Australian account.

USA Australia
Bronte Managed Acc. 5.11% 1.85%
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